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The return of Jesus Christ, Our Saviour,
will be visible to all believers
BD 0963

received 13.06.1939

e prophets'predictions ....
e return of Christ ....
In the Lord's return to Earth the predictions of all prophets will come true.
For it is written that humani does not pay attention to His will .... but it
is also written that a number of people will serve Him and that the Lord
will come to these people and give them strength in times of adversi . at
He will give the bread of heaven to His Own and take supper with those
who love Him and keep His commandments. And that they will hear His
voice, that He will therefore be with them during their life on earth and
live in the midst of His Own on earth. People do not want to take these
predictions literally and try to undermine the Words of the Lord. ey
themselves have changed the arrangement as well as the meaning of the
Words and thus no longer grant full credence to these rearranged Words.
And so you humans deem Him far away even though He is very close to
you .... You no longer hear His voice and all your thoughts and feelings
have turned away from the divine and consequently attach no value to the
prophecies. Behold, if you yourselves are unaware of the fact that the Lord
pleases you with His presence .... if you can't believe that He so loves you
and in this love takes the path to humani again, then you will barely be
able to grasp the inﬁnite happiness of His return to earth either. You will
only ever see the earthly life but pay no attention to spiritual currents which
clearly reveal to you that the Lord is present among His Own. In a manner
of speaking, He takes part in every event and His presence can easily be felt
by those earthly children who, through their works of love, already carry
Him in their hearts, for the prophesies'meaning will suddenly become clear
to them and they will realise how the Scriptures will come true, Word for
Word ....
Amen
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BD 1077

received 31.08.1939

e Saviour's visible presence ....
Degree of love ....
ose who seek Me will recognise Me wherever I encounter them, for their
spirit is part of Me and thus nothing separates them from Me. I will be
amongst them in person and the inner voice will disclose My presence to
them .... And if they then want to serve Me, they will remain silent and
not announce Me publicly, for I then I will only be present for the child
which is united with Me in deepest love. I will be visible to this child yet
remain hidden to the others if their spirit has not recognised Me as yet.
Nevertheless, the hour is still undisclosed to you, for only your degree of
love leads Me to you and into your midst. e legacy I gave to My Own
on earth shall fulﬁl itself word for word, anyone who carries Me within
himself shall be permitted to behold Me, and every word from his mouth
will testi to My magniﬁcence, and his voice will sound brightly if it sings
My praises and honours Me .... And as soon as I dwell amongst you, My
little children, you need never fear the suﬀering on Earth, for you will no
longer feel it so much; one glance into My Fatherly eye and earthly suﬀering
will no longer torment you. I come to My Own to give them this strength in
order to de the onslaught which penetrates them from outside. e spirit
from Me instructs you so that you are likewise able to teach and to nourish
and refresh the hungry and thirs . And wherever you gather together to
proclaim My Word I take part and give strength to those who speak in My
name .... And thus it is I Who reveals Himself through a human mouth, for
I choose My own ﬁghters, and anyone willing to ﬁght with and only for Me
shall ﬁght with the sword of his mouth, then he will be victorious in battle,
since I will lead him into battle. He who beholds Me cannot help but serve
Me with all his soul .... He fears no opponent, fear and despondency are
nothing to him, for My image is indelibly carved in his heart and, from
then on, it will be the impetus for his highest display of will. And the world
will recognise his strength with astonishment; it will oppose him and yet
be unable to diminish his will, in constant battle as a courageous ﬁghter he
will show many a soul the way to the eternal light, for they will recognise
the strength and power of faith in Me, the Saviour and Redeemer of the
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world ....
Amen

BD 3569

received 06.10.1945

Battle of faith ....
e coming of the Lord ....
Anyone professing the church of Christ will be treated by the world with
hostili and his fate on earth will be diﬃcult, albeit only for a short time,
for as soon as the adversi seems beyond endurance, God will rescue His
Own and all adversi will end. And God always points out the end to the
believers, so that they will bear up against the external onslaught, so that
they will faithfully persevere until God delivers them. He will inform them
long in advance how Satan will rage and He will promise His Own His
protection, so that they recognise the truth of His Word and remain ﬁrm in
their resistance. If the believers therefore recognise the truth of the divine
Word by the progression of world events, by the progression of the battle
of faith and the earthly ruling powers'brutal disposition, they will defend
His Word even more eagerly, because it will deepen their faith to such an
extent that human measures will no longer be able to shake it. And they
will receive strength from God, according to their will and their faith, and
thus endure the diﬃcult time, for God will not let those down who want
to remain faithful to Him unless He still recalls someone into His realm
before the end of this earth, if his physical end has come in accordance with
divine purpose. However, He needs staunch representatives of the church
of Christ during the last days, so that the separation of the spirits can take
place. He requires people who proclaim His Word and preach Christ's
doctrine of love to the unbelievers, and this without fear and inhibition,
so that the unbelievers shall recognise the strength of faith and be shaken
up from their spiritual lethargy once more, so that they will still be able to
change their mind in the last hour and take the path to Christ, Who alone
can bring them salvation, Who alone can redeem them by strengthening
their will to liberate themselves from evil and to strive towards God. e
fact that the strength of faith is visibly pointed out to the unbelievers are
the ﬁnal means of grace; even so, very little use is made of them because
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humani is entangled in Satan's web of lies, because it pays excessive
homage to the world and sees its goal of life in exuberant pleasure. And
therefore the end will soon happen to you .... and you can recognise this by
the fact that faith is being fought against in a way which can truly be called
satanic. en the followers of Christ should unite and together wait for the
Lord's help and His coming, for every day and every hour could be the last
one, because earthly adversi will become so severe that it will necessitate
God's immediate appearance, so that the promises will come true which
God gave to people through His Word .... that He will deliver His Own
from utmost adversi ....
Amen

BD 3707

received 08.03.1946

Coming in the clouds ....
Last days ....
My coming in the clouds will be preceded by a time of the most awful
suﬀering ever seen on earth, as proclaimed in Word and Scripture. I will
constantly draw people's attention to this and have done so ever since
the start of this era in order to strongly advise those who are not walking
the right path to change their mind. For the sake of these humans I
used to occasionally let plagues come upon earth to remind them of the
approaching end so that they seriously consider their souls and change
themselves. But the last days had not yet arrived, the period of redemption
had not yet reached the time chosen by Me in accordance with My plan
of eterni . e earth was not yet ready for the last work of destruction,
neither were people's souls ready for their total downfall, i.e. for their
banishment into the creations of a new earth .... But My prophecies would
always fulﬁl themselves in times of greatest spiritual hardship .... when
increased aﬄiction and misery came upon earth, so that during each time
of such hardship the approaching end had to be dreaded. And it was My
intention that the precise time of the last days should always remain hidden
from people .... Such times of need were also more or less successful for
the people involved as they found their way back to Me and entered into
a diﬀerent relationship with Me than before. But they became ever more
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persistent, and their distance, their opposition, from Me grew ever larger
....
And thus the time has arrived when no description, no admonition and
warning will have an eﬀect, when humani remains unimpressed even
in the light of utmost worldly suﬀering, i.e. when the latter does not
lead to people recognising Me and entering into the right relationship
with Me .... eir will remains opposed to Me, they are purely earthly
minded and do not strive for any kind of spiritual progress. No adversi ,
irrespective of how harsh it is, will be able to change people's thoughts,
and thus the time of the end has irrevocably come, as I have known since
eterni .... e earth has ceased to be a place of spiritual education for its
inhabiting humani , and as a result it will be dissolved and its creations
totally reshaped, so that a new period of redemption can begin .... And
thus enormous suﬀering will come upon earth, so that the last people can
still gather who recognise My voice therein. And even My Own will have
to experience this suﬀering, although extraordinarily strengthened by Me
but also aﬀected by it so that they longingly anticipate My coming, which
I always and forever proclaimed for the end of this earth. And when the
hardship gets unbearable, when the believers ﬁnd themselves in greatest
distress and see no earthly way of rescue, I will come Myself ....
And there will be rejoicing amongst My Own when they see Me in all glory,
but for their physical eyes still veiled by clouds which so en the intensi
of My light, so that My Own, who still belong to the earth, will be able to
endure Me. ey will be triumphant and shout for joy because My Word
has come true .... But the immense hardship, which I have announced time
and again through My seers and prophets, through My servants on earth,
will have strengthened their faith. Because everything will come to pass as
I have foretold, and thus they will wait for My coming in the clouds with
complete conﬁdence .... And yet I will arrive suddenly and unexpected
even for My Own .... For I will shorten the days of suﬀering because they
will become intolerable and I do not want My Own to grow faint-hearted in
view of the immense diﬃculties. And thus I will take them into My realm
at the right time, and then the end will come .... Because My Word is truth
and will come to pass, and the time of the last days has arrived ....
Amen
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BD 3958

received 19.01.1947

Satan's raging during the last days ....
Apostasy from faith ....
During the end time the number of unbelievers will increase and almost
threaten to overwhelm the small ﬂock of believers. And, with the apostasy
from faith, Satan's raging will also become progressively more evident, for
people will lose their last sense of responsibili towards a righteous Judge
because they don't believe in Him. is is why God will noticeably manifest
Himself in order to ﬁrst strengthen the faith of His Own so that they will
not waver in the face of the unbeliever's ungodliness and their worldly
accomplishments. But He also wants to give them the opportuni of
taking stock of themselves, and thus he so obviously takes care of His Own
that even an atheist would be able to recognise God's strength and, with
even the tiniest eﬀort, regain his lost faith. God will perform many signs
and miracles through His instruments on Earth .... Hence His servants on
earth will apparently accomplish extraordinary things, yet it is God Who
will be expressing Himself through them, Who will manifest Himself and
even visibly dwell among His Own as a sign that the end is near, yet He will
only be recognised by those who love Him with all their heart and keep
His commandments .... who have shaped themselves into love on earth
and work exceedingly diligently for His kingdom. ey will also possess
extraordinary strength, because God Himself will be able to take abode in
their hearts and permeate them with His strength of love. e unbelievers
will be able to convince themselves of this strength, they will have to admit
that a higher Power is at work, providing they are willing to think about
the extraordinary phenomena which the last days before the end entail.
However, they are far too worldly minded and pay no attention to the
former; they despise and pursue the believers and inﬂict serious diﬃculties
and hardship on them through which only God's obvious support helps
them to persevere. For God's working among His Own will be so evident
that they will ﬁrmly unite and oﬀer resistance to all worldly onslaughts;
stronger in faith than ever they will completely hand themselves over to
God and His guidance, so that they will neither fear earthly adversi nor
death and therefore also ﬁnd it easier to bear the pressures of the last days.
Where God has manifested Himself once no target will exist for God's
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adversary anymore, for their faith can no longer be shaken. And God will
be close to His Own, just as He has promised .... He will provide them with
comfort and strength; He will educate them and promise His impending
arrival, He will impel them into increased activi of love, for His presence,
whether in an earthly or spiritual sense, will ﬁll them with love for Him
and their fellow human beings and therefore also with strength .... But the
time of the end will necessitate God's evident working for this, too, will
contribute towards the separation of the spirits. It will provide those who
are still half-hearted and undecided with the opportuni to decide which
camp they want to belong to, since they will still be given a ﬁnal impetus
for this. ey will be able to convince themselves of the strength of faith
which will master even the greatest earthly adversi and thereby change
their attitude towards God by establishing the right relationship with Him.
Where God visibly manifests Himself there will be peace and hope despite
all the misery, and since the believers'fate is an extraordinarily diﬃcult one,
this will surprise the unbelievers. Anyone who pays attention to His Word,
who listens to His servants on earth, will change his will and then every
willing soul will be seized and helped by God in His love and mercy and
will be saved from eternal darkness .... He will revive their hitherto weak
faith and give them strength to persevere until the end, until He will come
in the clouds and fetch the ﬂock of His devout followers to Himself ....
Amen

BD 4108

received 21.08.1947

Reference to events ....
Chaos ....
Speedy arrival ....
Expect My speedy arrival, for there is not much time until the end .... You
will shortly experience things which will conﬁrm what My love has made
known to you long in advance .... namely, that the ﬁnal phase before the
end has already started. You will wonder why I allow such disasters to
happen, why I let such immense adversi come upon humankind and I
can only ever give you the answer that it is necessary for those people who
have as yet not recognised Me and only ever look upon each event from
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an earthly point of view but never associate people's spiritual development
with it. ese are irrevocably the ﬁnal pangs, and the end will follow soon
without fail. Time and again I call your attention to the fact that you
should not go through earthly life in a secular-minded way, as it only lasts
for a short time and it can still be of greatest signiﬁcance for you if you
consider your purpose and make appropriate use of life. However, you
humans are half-hearted and complacent regarding My admonitions and
warnings, for you don't believe in My Word. And I can't give you further
proof about the truth of My Word, because you must take the right path
without inﬂuence, you must feel impelled from within to comply with My
will, otherwise your souls cannot mature. Yet you can draw visible proof
from the forthcoming event, for thereby I will come extraordinarily close
to you, revealing Myself to those who know about My gi s of grace and
conﬁrming these to them so that they will be able to recognise Me. And
those of you who want to be of service to Me should know that you do not
have a long lifetime ahead of you and that the mission incumbent upon
you allows for no further delay, and that you, for the sake of this mission,
should ﬁrst convince yourselves of the truth of My Word so that you can
spread it without inhibition. And thus you will see that everything I have
proclaimed to you in Word and Scripture will come true. You will learn to
despise the world and examine the spiritual kingdom more thoroughly, for
your own advantage, for the transformation of your soul. Countless beings
of light are at My disposal, and through these I inﬂuence you humans time
and again by constantly steering your thoughts to the forthcoming event,
by allowing you to go through so much adversi and misery until you
yourselves will yearn for the downfall of Earth in order to escape from the
harsh pressures inﬂicted upon you by fellow human beings. en you will
gradually prepare yourselves for the end, for then you will believe in it and
make an eﬀort to live on earth to please Me. is time will be followed
by incredible chaos, during which you should trustingly expect My help
from utmost adversi , for I assured you of this and will not disappoint
your faith. And thus these Words of Mine are your best guarantee that no
harm will come to you even though you will be put under pressure from all
directions. However, you must give your love to Me, and if you love Me you
will long for Me, and for that reason I will come to fetch you from the place
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of perdition into My kingdom, where you will never ever be persecuted
again, where only I Am in charge and evil is not allowed to enter. And
all hardship will have come to an end for the believers, but for the others
the adversi will have just started, as I have proclaimed .... they will be
condemned into darkness .... they will be banished on the new Earth into
creations which are beyond your imagination until you populate the new
Earth yourselves ....
Amen

BD 4126

received 16.09.1947

Calm before the storm ....
Visible appearance of the Lord ....
A time of anxious misery and suﬀering lies before you and you can regard
the time prior to this, the time in which you presently live, as the calm
before the storm, during which you can still live your life within the
scope of tradition, during which you can still speak of a certain extent of
prosperi compared to the pover and the deprivation which await you
a erwards. And yet it will be a time of grace, a time when I will be clearly
recognisable, when life will only be bearable if you deeply unite yourselves
with Me in your thoughts, since then you will never be alone but will
always be able to have Me as your protection. And I will also manifestly
reveal Myself to you, I will approach individual people in the shape of
the One Who harboured Me in all fullness within Himself. And I will be
recognised wherever people's love for Me is strong, even if I dwell as a
human being amongst people, for My eyes will tell them who I AM, and
their hearts will come aglow with such burning love for Me as they would
never be able to oﬀer to a fellow human being. I will come to meet them
with ardent love, I will illuminate them where they lack knowledge and
comfort them in hours of distress and they will be able to overcome the
most diﬃcult situations and not despair, for they will sense My help, and
wherever I visibly approach them they will be full of strength and profound
faith. And once this ﬁlls a human heart no oppressive adversi will be able
to exist anymore, for then they will only utterly rely on Me and I will truly
not disappoint their faith. Yet anyone who lives without Me will hardly
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be able to endure this time. I cannot leave him in his spiritual adversi
and will therefore have to sorely strike him with earthly adversi until his
opposition against Me slackens, until he starts to believe and expects help
from Me ....
us all of you will be subjected to anxious distress and suﬀering through
which I want to win you over completely. Nevertheless, you also have
abundant strength and grace at your disposal which will help you to gain
Me. I only want your love and once I own it I will come to meet you .... in the
last days even visibly in order to strengthen your and other people's faith,
because you are in need of extraordinary strengthening and consolation.
Consequently, you won't need to fear the diﬃcult time ahead of you either,
for you will survive it with My help. Nevertheless, it will remain a time
of grace, and the yoke I impose upon you will be an easy one if only you
make correct use of the gi of grace. To be allowed to behold Me with your
physical eyes is truly worth the cross you will have to bear until the end. Yet
I will also oﬀer Myself as a bearer of the cross to those who take refuge in
Me and appeal to Me for My help .... And for their sake I will shorten the
days until the end. I know every individual person's problems, and those
who are faithful to Me are My true children who will really not call upon
Me in vain for help. erefore don't let My announcement frighten you,
approach the coming events determinedly and calmly, detach yourselves
from the world and wait for Me .... And I will come .... at ﬁrst appearing to
individual people, in order to then fetch My Own into My kingdom .... in
order to lead them away from the place of perdition into to the kingdom of
peace, where their life will be as blissful as in paradise ....
Amen

BD 4319

received 31.05.1948

e Lord will come at a time of greatest adversi ....
I will come to fetch you from utmost distress, as I have promised. ere will
be great adversi , and anyone following your destiny will recognise that
only your strength of faith keeps you going, otherwise you would be too
weak to bear up to the threats and violent actions by your enemies against
whom you are completely defenceless. Yet only defenceless on the part of
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people, however, I will stand by your side as protection and this certain
must render you immune to all hostilities. is great adversi will only
last for a short time, then I will come personally in order to fetch My Own
into My kingdom and prepare them for life in the paradise on the new
Earth. If you are strong in faith, if you attach signiﬁcance to every one of
My Words, then the ﬁnal adversi will come to an end for you and, in the
hope of My speedy arrival, you will stoically endure everything and wait
for Me. And I will deﬁnitely come .... I will not leave My Own in distress,
I will come when no earthly way out can be seen anymore; I will appear
suddenly, only visible to My Own, and all My faithful followers will call
out to Me. Rejoicing and cheering My Own will blissfully and happily rush
towards Me and raise their hands to Me. Whoever believes will be saved,
for he will persevere even if the world is full of devils .... he knows that the
hour of deliverance will come, he knows that I will not leave him and that
all devils are powerless against Me. He will wait for Me and I will reward
his profound faith with the greatest prize, with a new life in the paradise on
this Earth. Why won't I take him to Me into the spiritual kingdom? Anyone
who passes this ﬁnal test of faith and recognises Me will be suitable to
form the root of a new human race and a new generation will come forth
from him, for the Earth shall be populated again with spiritually highly
advanced people who will live their life for Me and with Me. And I Myself
want to rear these people .... All people's degree of maturi is known to
Me but especially of those who in the end will ﬁght for Me against Satan.
Such people are required by Me as progenitors for the new Earth. I will
bless them, both physically and spiritually, and the new Earth will become
a paradise-like abode for them, children and children's children will be in
heartfelt contact with Me and the human race will be full of love. A new
period of development will start again with spiritual beings embodied as
human beings who are close to maturi and longingly strive towards Me
and rapidly achieve ﬁnal maturi of soul on earth. For the last days on the
old earth will very quickly have matured the spiritual substance which was
shortly due to be embodied as a human being, because it had fought the
battle between light and darkness and the ﬁnal destruction of the old earth
had temporarily released it. Since it had not yet attained the maturi to be
free, it experienced this as pain, so that it will ﬁnd the new form comforting
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and eagerly strive upwards, even though during the preliminary stage it
will be unconscious of this success. For this reason, people will live in most
wonderful harmony with all creations in their environment; the mineral,
plant and animal world will entirely ﬁt in with people's needs, profound
peace will reign in nature as well as in the human heart, people's joyful
togetherness with Me will make them the most blissful beings, My love
will smooth their every path and their hearts will beat for Me with ardent
love and all adversi will be forgotten .... And this time is not far away,
soon I will come and fetch My communi of brides, the great adversi will
soon be over, for My promise must fulﬁl itself .... I will return in the clouds
to fetch My Own and to judge the living and the dead ....
Amen

BD 4643

received 18.05.1949

Battle of faith ....
e strength of Jesus'name ....
e coming of the Lord ....
For the sake of My name you will have to suﬀer. All those who profess
Me before the world will be subjected to awful threats and tribulations, for
it will be people's aim to eradicate My name, to suppress the knowledge
about My life on Earth and the act of Salvation, in order to make people lose
faith in it. However, they will be met with unyielding resistance by people
who stand up for Me and My name and profess Me aloud before the world.
en a sharp divide will be formed between all those who still believe and
those who deny Me, and My small ﬂock will have to come forward if it
wants to stand up for Me, and this will be the start of suﬀering for those
who will remain faithful to Me until the end. For whatever wickedness can
be done to My Own will be done, and My Own would never bear up against
this were they not strengthened by Me as a reward for their good will. You
will have to prove yourselves, for a hard battle will be waged on account
of faith. But as soon as this battle starts you will know that it is the last
occurrence before the end, that you must therefore persevere if you want to
become blissfully happy. Furthermore, you know that I will always be close
to you during this time and provide you with extraordinary strength until
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I ﬁnally come Myself in order to rescue you from utmost adversi . Hence
you know that it will only last for a short time, as I have promised you that I
will shorten the days so that you will become blessed. And this knowledge,
the ﬁrm and unwavering faith in it, will make you strong and immune, and
you will endure all diﬃculties with such indiﬀerence and courage that I
will reward the fact that you must suﬀer for the sake of My name and yet
remain faithful to Me. And if you then devoutly pronounce My name it
will have an incredibly invigorating eﬀect. is will make you realise that
you truly know the truth and, with utter conviction, profess Me before the
world even more and humbly accept everything people do to you, who are
of service to the one who, as My adversary, wants to push you away from
Me. Indeed, you will suﬀer but nevertheless be victorious, and your reward
will not fail to materialise ....
Amen

BD 4783

received 19.11.1949

e Lord's visible appearance ....
I want to give those of you who are My Own a sign before I intervene
in world events for the sake of saving erring souls. I want to provide you
with the evidence that all My announcements will come true, and I want to
reveal Myself to each one of you in a diﬀerent way. Nevertheless, a vigilant
person will know that it is I Who approaches him, even though I choose a
form for Myself which adapts itself to its environment, which will not give
the impression of being unusual. I want to come to everyone who wants to
be of service to Me and ensures the distribution of My Word. I personally
want to come to you in order to strengthen your faith, so that you can
endure the following events calmly and collectedly and will be able to
assist your fellow human beings. For you, My servants, must remain calm
and level-headed in the general turmoil in order to provide consolation
and help where the adversi is great and help is needed. Anyone who
recognises Me straight away will feel blissfully happy in My presence and
accept every Word from Me as a gi of boundless love, and his heart will
equally come aglow with love, My strength will ﬂow into him so that he
could accomplish anything if he wanted to. However, not everyone will
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recognise Me straight away, yet some will sense that a special person is
speaking to them whose Words they accept as absolute truth. And only in
the end will they recognise Me in a ﬂash and cheer and, if I have le them,
glori Me as I will nevertheless remain as an indelible image in the heart
of the one I delight with My presence. us they will ﬁnd Me in their heart
again even when I Am no longer physically visible to them, so that they will
constantly be able to draw strength from it and diligently accomplish the
work for My kingdom a er I have spoken from above which will result in
acute adversi for people. en much work will be in store for My Own and
I Myself will help them, I Myself will speak through My Own to all those
who want to hear Me and give credence to the Words of My Own. I will
speak to them, and you will testi to Me, you will mention My appearance
and with lively Words express what you feel for Me in your heart.
You will win many over, since in view of the great adversi people will be
grateful for every explanation, consolation and help. You will work for Me
and My kingdom because you feel impelled by Me, Who dwells in your
heart and Whom you will never lose again once you have seen Him. I will
never ever let go of that which has become My Own, this is why I will come
to My Own during the last days before the end, and they will recognise
Me because love will tell them who I Am. And their bliss will accord to
their degree of love when they behold Me. Anyone who looks into My
eyes will be overcome by an incomparable sensation of bliss, so that he
will recognise more than a mere person in Me. Admittedly, someone who
is weak in faith and love and nevertheless wants to strive towards Me, will
not instantly recognise Me, yet My Words will touch his heart and kindle
the ﬁre of love in him. en he will recognise Me, sometimes only a er I
have le him and am no longer physically close to him. I Am among you
as a human being, yet I only choose a cover for Myself so that you can see
Me and dissolve it just as quickly again in order to be invisible to you. And
thus I want to give strength to all of you, so that you will remain faithful
to Me and persevere until the end. It will necessitate immense strength,
which you will be unable to muster by yourselves. However, I know My
Own and will no longer leave them to My adversary. erefore, have faith
and always expect My help. e greater the adversary is, the closer I will
be to you, and you will behold Me physically. But then you will know that
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the hour is near when I will reveal Myself to all those who do not want to
believe and are unaware of the approaching end. en the time I allocated
for people's redemption will soon have run out .... and be followed by the
day of the end and with it the last Judgment, as it is proclaimed in Word
and Scripture ....
Amen

BD 4802

received 24.12.1949

Christ's descent to earth and reason ....
My descent to earth was necessary because people, My living creations,
suﬀered immense hardship due to their own fault. However, My Fatherly
love did not want to let them perish. Besides, My adversary revolted
against Me insofar as that he totally controlled My creations, which his will
certainly created but nevertheless with My strength, and was eﬀectively
denying them freedom of will by weakening My living creations such that
they were no longer able to use their free will correctly, that is, in a way
that was pleasing to Me. And thus I wanted to help My weak creatures in
their desperate need .... is hardship not only applied to their earthly life,
this hardship would last forever had I not come to help them. I felt pi for
My living creations although they had turned away from Me of their own
free will .... However, the fact that their will was so exceedingly weak as to
be controlled by My adversary was merely the result of their lack of love
.... Love is strength and fortiﬁes the will to resist the assaults by the enemy
of the soul. Wherever love exists there is no danger of falling prey to the
adversary because the presence of love demonstrates My presence too. But
at the time of My coming into the world people were entirely without love
.... apart from a few to whom I came in order to help them in particular,
so that their utterly heartless surrounding would not lead to their ruin. I
descended to these few because they were under great pressure and called
upon Me in their distress. Yet even their faith had become weak, no-one
established the connection with their Creator and Father of eterni such
that I was able to express Myself audibly to him. Where love did not exist,
faith was missing and My opponent reaped a great harvest, for his activi
even robbed the few of their faith in Me, in My love, wisdom and might
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.... And thus I Myself came into the world .... A human body received Me
because I wanted to help people as a human being in order to provide them
with the evidence that a person is able to approach and unite with Me if he
strengthens his will through love and then deliberately ﬁghts the enemy of
his soul, My adversary. My body was purely human but it was inhabited
by a soul of light which, however, initially had no past memory at all until
the uniﬁcation with Me through love had taken place. Only then did the
soul recognise itself and its mission. Jesus, the man, had united with Me
through love, for love is strength, it is My fundamental substance, it is the
Divine which permeates everything, hence it also shaped the human being
Jesus into a divine Being Which was bound to be full of strength, might
and wisdom.
us I entered the human form a er it had shaped itself through love
into an abode for the Eternal Dei . You humans will ﬁnd it diﬃcult to
understand this enigma as long as you still lack love, yet where love exists
there is also light .... that is where I Myself can work and enlighten your
spirit .... I came to My Own and they did not know Me .... However, I
wanted to reveal Myself to them and therefore had to enlighten them as
to why they were in the dark, why they didn't recognise Me and why they
were in great danger. And therefore I instructed people through the man
Jesus. I brought them My Word which they themselves were no longer able
to hear but which was heard by the human being Jesus, since due to His
love He allowed Me to be present in Him .... For My presence means that
you humans can hear My voice. Hence, you can only hear Me if you change
your nature through love, if your love allows for My presence ....
If love is within you, you are strong and no longer need to fear My adversary
who intends to ruin you. I had to come down to Earth because you lacked
this knowledge and I wanted to inform you of it again. And this is why I
come to My Own again, for once again there is immense hardship, once
again people don't recognise Me, My adversary is ﬁrmly in control of them
again and only a few call upon Me for help. And I grant their prayer and
Am in the midst of those who want to be My Own. And I bestow My Word
upon them .... except that I Am not physically amongst them but Am with
them in spirit, as I have promised. However, I will return to Earth and fetch
My Own into My kingdom .... For the adversary's activi is getting out
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of hand, thus the time has come for him to be bound again, the time has
come for the goats to be separated from the sheep .... It is the time of the
end, of which it is written that I will come in the clouds to judge the living
and the dead. Yet I will be present to anyone who remains in love, he will
not need to be afraid of the last Judgment, I will be His Redeemer again
from greatest adversi , the Saviour, Who will come from above when Satan
believes that he has won his game .... And he will be bound in chains so
that peace shall come upon those people who are of good will ....
Amen

BD 4825

received 29.01.1950

Unbelief and devils during the last days ....
Battle of faith ....
e coming of the Lord ....
e lack of belief during the last days before the end will have alarming
consequences, since people will only chase a er proﬁt and never remember
a God. en people will equally try to cheat and outsmart each other,
for the sake of matter they will increase all evil instincts, their lack of
conscience will not hesitate to harm their neighbour as long as it is to their
own advantage. ey will solely think and strive towards increasing their
possessions .... God, however, will be forgotten, they will neither believe
in Him nor fear Him, they won't believe in their future accountabili and
punishment for their sins, and thus they will sin without hesitation and
fear of a Judge. In an earthly way they will be prosperous, because they
are supported by God's adversary who impels them to ever more greed for
material possessions. He will have great power where faith in God does
not exist; this is why unbelief is exceedingly dangerous for people, because
this will move them closer to devastation. Where faith is missing there is
no love either, since only this would be able to revive their faith. Where
love is missing, people are spiritually blind, they don't know anything, and
what they know is untrue. Darkness is spread across the human race and
the earth is approaching the end .... From a secular point of view, there is
no adversi , people are living in prosperi apart from the few whose faith
is still ﬁrm and who will be treated with hostili by the former. Although
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their fate will indeed be harsh for a short time, they will recognise the
most unmistakable sign of the end in their unbelieving fellow human
beings'prosperi , because they were informed of it in advance so that they
will bear up against the adversi they experience as a result of their faith in
God .... When the time of Satan's obvious reign has come, the end will not
be far away either, for it also has been proclaimed in advance that the world
will be full of devils, and people who do not believe will likewise behave
like devils and therefore declare bitter war against the believers. But then
the coming of the Lord will not be far away anymore, then every day might
bring the end, because the Lord will come when the adversi is so great that
they will fear to lose heart .... when Satan believes that he has won, when
unbelief abounds to such an extent that the believers must fear for their
lives. en the Saviour will come from above, as it has been proclaimed ....
He will come in the clouds and fetch His Own into the realm of peace and
implement a ﬁnal Judgment on earth. is will be the end, when Satan will
be enchained and, with him, all those who were enslaved by him .... And
a new Earth will arise which will only be occupied by profoundly devout
people, people, who will remain faithful to God during the last battle of
faith and thus receive their reward .... a life in the paradise on the new Earth
....
Amen

BD 4847

received 26.02.1950

e process of Christ's return ....
Ascension ....
My return, My coming at the end of the world, is being doubted by those
people whose faith is not entirely ﬁrm. And yet, they would be able to
recognise the individual phases of the end time and also perceive My
presence simply by being observant. `I will remain with you always until
the end of time ....' ese Words alone should be suﬃcient for you to form
a correct idea of My return. e fact that I Am not visibly in your midst
should therefore allow you to understand the spiritual meaning of My
Words. I Am staying with My Own until the end of the world. For, since
My ascension to heaven, I have been present to them at all times and
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everywhere .... For I said: I will remain with you .... Hence I was spiritually
always with My Own and will remain with them until the end of time ....
However, in those days I informed people of My return, of My coming
in the clouds. Consequently, this return should be understood such that
people will be able to see Me, just as My disciples saw Me ascend to heaven.
Spiritually I Am indeed always with you humans if you prove yourselves
worthy of My presence. But I will return bodily, albeit not in My earthly
body, yet nevertheless visibly to those to whom I want to return .... But
since I announced My return, you humans can also expect it with certain
if you believe My Word and belong to those who will experience the ﬁnal
end. I did not make this promise without reason before My ascension into
heaven. I foresaw humani 's spiritual state during the last days, I also saw
the tremendous adversi of the believers who want to remain faithful to
Me and who will be put under extreme pressure, and I saw their struggle,
the most severe battle people will have to ﬁght for the sake of My name ....
I saw their will and the great danger of having to stand ﬁrm amid devils.
For this reason I promised to them My personal help, which I will indeed
render when the time has come. I Myself will come to My Own and support
them in the last battle. And thus many may be able to behold Me, for I will
always be present where the adversi is immense and My Own need Me
.... they will see Me as a human being of ﬂesh and blood, yet not born of
a woman, instead I will come from above and clothe Myself with a visible
form for you, so that you will be able to endure Me .... And everyone
beholding Me will be permeated by strength and survive the last battle on
earth .... But then I will come in the clouds in order to fetch My Own home
into the kingdom of peace. is coming will take place in the same way but
in reverse to the order through which My ascension to heaven happened. I
will descend to earth in radiant light .... yet enshrouded by clouds in order
to be visible to you .... and gather My Own in order to save them from
utmost adversi and distress on part of the underworld's demons as well
as from the ultimate act of destruction to which everything alive in, on
and above the earth will fall prey. However, this coming in the clouds will
also only be visible to those who belong to My Own, for My adversary's
followers will be unable to see Me. It will be a spiritual return and yet
also physically perceptible, but only by those who are spiritually reborn,
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who have a profound and living faith and therefore also accept both My
constant presence until the end of the world as well as My visible return
without doubt, because they are taught by their heart, the spiritual spark
in the person, and consequently belong to those with whom I will remain
until the end of time .... ey believe that I will come back and I will not
disappoint their faith ....
Amen

BD 5027

received 24.12.1950

Christ's descent to earth once and now ....
Act of Salvation ....
At the time of My descent the same hardship prevailed on earth as can be
found amongst humani now, for it lived in the same profound spiritual
darkness as it does now. I took pi upon this state and in order to help
people I came to earth Myself. I came as Saviour, and a path out of darkness
into light existed for people which I Myself showed to them. All they had
to do was to emulate Me and their spiritual adversi would be over .... I
came as Saviour and released them from Satan's chains who had caused
their immense spiritual hardship and from whom they lacked the strength
to escape. e path I told people to take was possible for them to travel for
I Myself went ahead of them as a guide. I Myself knew the path for I, too,
had to take it beforehand, because I had embodied Myself within a human
shell and therefore only expected from people what was possible for them
to accomplish .... I took the path of love, and this path has to be taken by
everyone who wants to awaken from the spiritual kingdom to the light of
life, who wants to release himself from My adversary's chains, who wants
to be redeemed from sin, which was the cause of humani 's profound
spiritual hardship. I came as humani 's Redeemer into the world which,
without My help, would have got lost in darkness. And I accomplished the
act of Salvation for time and eterni , for the past, present and future ....
therefore also for present day people, who experience the same spiritual
hardship and require urgent help if they don't want to decline further and
plunge into the abyss as a result of My adversary's doing.
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For the danger is far greater now because people are not granted much time
anymore, the time of grace allowed for the redemption of the human race
will expire soon .... Humani is facing the end of a developmental period,
it is approaching a signiﬁcant chapter, it has to make its ﬁnal decision,
to choose life or death .... e only options will be continued existence
or to perish completely, that is, a life according to divine will or physical
and spiritual death if the human being fails to make the right decision ....
And once again I come as Saviour in need, at ﬁrst spiritually, according to
My promise that I will reveal Myself to those that love Me and keep My
commandments. To those I reveal Myself in the Word and inform them
of the approaching end. But then I will come again in the clouds, just as
I once ascended to heaven .... I will come and, when they are in greatest
distress, will help those who followed Me, who have taken the path of love
I preached by fetching them into My kingdom, away from the earth whose
only remaining inhabitants will be devils in great numbers. I will come as a
Saviour again, yet My arrival will be the conclusion of My act of Salvation
on earth, because I will have died on the cross in vain for anyone who has
not recognised Me by then, he has not accepted My act of Salvation and
will remain in My adversary's bondage for an incredibly long time to come.
For he and his followers will be bound into matter, and spiritual death
will be the fate of all those who refuse to acknowledge Me because they
voluntarily submitted themselves to his inﬂuence, they ignored My act of
Salvation and will therefore languish in the bondage of darkness due to
their own fault ....
Amen

BD 5077

received 02.03.1951

e Lord's return ....
Present time ....
Witnesses of the new earth ....
You all shall be witnesses of My power and glory, you shall live to see My
return, partly in spirit and partly in the ﬂesh, for the time is coming to an
end and it will come to pass as I have always and constantly proclaimed.
You shall experience My return and bear witness of it in the paradise of
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the new earth .... For I will move those who remain faithful to Me onto the
new earth, where they shall also proclaim My Word as they do now on My
instruction .... I know who is suitable to do so and know full well how to
protect My servants from the destruction, I will endow My disciples of the
last days with extraordinary strength to enable them to successfully attend
to their oﬃce, so that they will courageously ﬁght all those who are hostile
to Me and who also extend their hatred to My Own. And not one of them
will pass away from earth until his mission has been accomplished. e last
on this earth, however, shall be the ﬁrst on the new earth, where their task
will be the same .... To proclaim My Word, albeit in a diﬀerent manner,
for it will be gladly and longingly accepted, it will be recognised for what
it is .... as the Father's evidence of love, Who wants to give pleasure to His
children.
ey will all recognise My voice when I speak through you to people. For
they will have all passed their ordeal on this earth and remained faithful to
Me. Hence their reward will also be substantial and pleasing, a harmonious
life in the paradise of the new earth, which no person can yet imagine but
which is granted to them so that My might and glory will manifest itself.
And I Myself will be in the midst of them .... I will come in the clouds to
bring them home and stay with them, because due to their demonstrated
loyal during the last battle of faith they will have become My children.
For they will fearlessly confess Me, they will testi of Me without having
seen Me. For this reason they will also be allowed to see Me in full glory
before the very end. And what I proclaim will fulﬁl itself .... I will return,
and you will live to see it ....
You do not yet believe that the time is so close at hand, that you will have to
experience the horrors of the last days, and that this earth will be destroyed
with My permission. You do not yet believe that the proclamations by seers
and prophets concern the present time and that you humans of this time will
experience signiﬁcant things which no person can imagine, for this earth
has never yet exhibited such. But humani will soon watch the events with
horror and bewilderment which will make an early disintegration of earth
believable, and then it will rapidly progress towards the ultimate end. Yet
My chosen people will survive the time because it is My will, and because
even this time shall have its witnesses who will be selected to speak of
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it, so that My might and glory will become evident amongst the human
generation's descendants on the new earth. For it will have to be preserved
as tradition for the descendants, because even then a time will come again
when sin will be prevalent and I will be ignored. en their testimony shall
warn and remind people what fate will await those who completely forget
about Me .... en they shall be told about the downfall of the old earth
and the Last Judgment which decided over life and death, over happiness
and damnation ....
Amen

BD 5799

received 30.10.1953

e coming of the Lord ....
Rapture ....
You will see Me coming in the clouds .... the spiritual kingdom will come
down to you; because those of you who remain true to Me until the end can
already be counted as the inhabitants of the spiritual kingdom, although
you are still in the ﬂesh .... since you will have attained the maturi which
allows you to behold Me face to face .... However, I will come to meet
you enshrouded in clouds .... for you will as yet be unable to endure My
abundance of light even though you will be able to see Me without fading
away. Only My faithful followers can understand the process of the rapture
and My return to earth and it is therefore also credible to them. And even if
I repeatedly try to substantiate and explain these ﬁnal events .... the people
on this earth will not accept anything unusual and unnatural because they
lack the understanding for spiritual things and thus nothing of a spiritual
nature can reveal itself to them .... Consequently, they will not be able to
behold Me either although you, My faithful follower, will jubilantly and
longingly stretch out your hands to Me .... ey will not see anything ....
Yet the process of the rapture will not remain hidden from them and will
ﬁll them with incredible horror .... For it is also unnatural that you will
ﬂoat towards Me, that I will draw you to Myself and thus your bodies will
leave earth alive towards higher spheres, towards the light. However, the
unbelievers will not see the light, because the light will not enter where
it still meets with resistance. For the process of the rapture could still
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convert those people who had been informed of it even though they had
not accepted it .... a brief thought at the last moment could still prompt a
person to call to Me, and he would be saved from the devastation .... is
is why I allow the rapture to proceed visibly in order to truly make use
of every possibili for salvation. Nevertheless, people's hearts are already
too hardened as to be able to recognise My love .... You, however, shall
see Me .... and all suﬀering will be forgotten, for then you will no longer
be inhabitants of this earth but of My kingdom instead, because the place
of peace which will admit you will no longer remind you of the old world
.... My coming has been announced to you humans since My Ascension
to Heaven .... and time and again I have been expected by My Own ....
But My coming is also the end of this earth and I Am only to be expected
at the end of a period of salvation, because `My Coming'signiﬁes the end
and `the Rapture'the beginning of a new era .... and all preconditions which
necessitate the disintegration of earthly creations must be recognisable ﬁrst
.... For neither My return to earth nor the rapture of My Own can take place
until the ﬁnal day of Judgment has come for people .... precisely because
both phenomena would denote an enforced faith for people who are still
alive and because I do not let anything unusual happen in order to make
people believe in Me .... Only the ﬁnal end on this earth is intended for
that, and only the ﬁnal end necessitates a separation of the spirits .... en I
Myself will come to My Own and take them away, so that they will be freed
from the immense adversi and receive their reward for their faithfulness
.... and rejoice and praise the One Whom they will then behold in all His
glory ....
Amen

BD 5972

received 08.06.1954

Apparent calm ....
Exceptional strength ....
e coming of the Lord ....
I want to reward your loyal to Me, which you demonstrate during the
last days before the end, with an exceptional inﬂux of strength so that even
the most diﬃcult situation will seem bearable to you, so that you will be
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capable of persevering until I Myself come to fetch you. You will manifestly
experience your Father's love, feel My presence and therefore come to Me
with every problem .... You will remain so closely connected to Me that
you will expect the end fearlessly and certain of victory and only think
in a spiritual way, that is, you will regard all experiences in view of your
spiritual development and, therefore, also understand why everything that
you experience has to happen. en you will see how easy even the most
diﬃcult fate can be if you travel your path with Me .... is is why no-one
need fear the last days if he feels connected to Me, wants to belong to Me
and never excludes Me in every undertaking. World events will run their
course .... calm will seem to have been restored, yet it is only the calm before
the storm which will befall earth when it is least expected. For Satan will
cause havoc amongst the human race and will not rest until he has turned
everything upside down, until he has succeeded in confusing people to
such an extent that they will increasingly turn against each other, that they
will violently confront each other, excel each other in heartlessness and
thereby give him great power which he will truly exploit in a frightening
manner. And My Own will be particularly attacked by him, because he will
incite people into persecuting you for the sake of your faith .... is will
alarm and frighten My Own, yet as soon as they merely remember Me they
will receive the necessary strength and go into battle, for they will know
that they are ﬁghting for Me but that I lead the way as their commanderin-chief, that they are ﬁghting on My side and that they cannot lose the
battle even if they are far outnumbered by the enemy. Anyone who wants
to remain faithful to Me will also be able to do so, for I will not abandon
him and he will truly not come away emp -handed if he appeals to Me for
strength and support; for if a person's will belongs to Me he is already My
Own, and I will never let him fall into My adversary's clutches again. You
humans can safely count on a diﬃcult time ahead of you which will require
all your strength .... Yet you will not be le without warning, time and
again you will be informed from above and when you see how everything
I foretold you comes true you can already draw strength from it .... Your
faith will grow increasingly stronger and thus you will also conﬁdently
expect My coming .... and truly not in vain, for once the earthly adversi
threatens to become unbearable I will snatch you from your enemies'hands
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and take you away .... ey will not gain victory over you, for I will bind
My adversary and all those who are enslaved by him .... as it is proclaimed
in Word and Scripture ....
Amen

BD 6037

received 29.08.1954

e Coming of the Lord (to be understood literally) ....
e hour of My return comes ever closer, for the end of the earth is near, and
once the last day has come, I, too, will come in the clouds in order to fetch
My Own before the earth's destruction ensues .... However, this is not to
say that Earth will cease to exist as a planet, instead, only its surface will go
through a complete transformation which for you humans is nevertheless
the same as a complete destruction, since nothing alive will escape this
destruction because all creatures will be aﬀected. is is why I can come to
Earth Myself in order to save My Own from this ﬁnal work of destruction,
for apart from My believers there will be no-one else who survives the
ﬁnal work of destruction and thus might be able to describe it a erwards.
I Myself will come when My Own can no longer see a way out, when on
account of their faith My adversary will openly proceed against them. ey
will experience serious diﬃculties until the end, and only their ﬁrm faith
will keep them going and able to resist, for they will await My coming
and I will not disappoint their faith. I will appear in brightly radiating
light and yet so en My brilliance so that My Own will be able to endure
it .... Nevertheless, that which will trigger great joy and jubilation in My
Own will cause panic in the others and be their judgment .... For although
they will be unable to see Me, they will nevertheless notice the unusual
occurrence that the people they had pursued will disappear upwards before
their eyes .... And this experience will become their judgment, for suddenly
they become aware of their wickedness and also convinced that they are
facing the certain end, which they cannot escape. Were they able to behold
Me in this hour, they would certainly all stretch out their hands to Me ....
Yet this handing-themselves-over to Me would be utterly pointless, because
it would be an enforced faith caused by the supernatural phenomena of Me
Myself .... Yet even the rapture of My Own could still let their belief in Me
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arise at the last minute, I would truly be merciful to them before the very
end .... However, they will already be too ensnared by the adversary and will
no longer be able to release themselves, hence they will descend into the
earth and a renewed banishment in solid matter will be their self-inﬂicted
fate .... Almost all people will doubt My Coming on the day of Judgment
.... And yet, My promise will come true .... I will come to you and you
will be able to behold Me in splendour and magniﬁcence. For My Own
truly have earned their deliverance from profound adversi and because
nothing seems supernatural to them anymore which relates to the end they
recognised as certain. e end will come, and I Myself will descend to earth
just as I once ascended to Heaven .... in all glory and visible again to those
who believe in Me, who are My disciples in the last days before the end.
ese are not metaphorical Words, not parables for future events .... they
are the events themselves and it will literally happen as I have promised
you, and you can await it every day when you are extraordinarily besieged
by those who are enslaved by My adversary .... As soon as the battle of
faith begins you will know that the last hour has come, for this will be his
ﬁnal act, it will be the last battle on Earth which will end with his ultimate
defeat .... en a time of peace will commence on the new earth, for with
My coming to Earth and your rapture this period on Earth will end and
a new one will start .... e Earth will be transformed and changed into a
totally new one and you, whom I will fetch, shall be the new inhabitants of
this paradise-like world .... a time of peace and heavenly bliss shall be your
fate in the paradise of the new Earth ....
Amen

BD 6979

received 29.11.1957

Final separation ....
e coming of the Lord ....
ere have always been people who handed themselves over to My adversary's inﬂuence as well as those who seriously endeavoured to reach
Me and fulﬁlled their purpose of earthly life .... And there will always be
people on earth who strive in either direction as long as earth serves as
a place to mature for the spirits. But during the time shortly before the
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end of a period of salvation the number of those who surrender to My
adversary will always predominate, and a far lesser number of people will
strive towards Me .... just as, at the start of a new period of development,
it will be the other way round .... in fact, at the beginning of such an
epoch the earth will only serve as an abode for people who have completely entered into My will and cannot be inﬂuenced by My adversary
anymore .... And so it is not surprising that My adversary's raging will
also become increasingly more noticeable during the last days before the
end, in a manner of speaking, spiritual substances are embodied on earth
whose opposition to Me has barely diminished despite the fact that they
have taken the inﬁnite long path through the creations. Nevertheless, they
have attained a certain degree of maturi which allowed for their human
embodiment and therefore the possibili also exists that they can pass
their test of will on earth, because, despite My adversary's greater activi , I
Myself also provide exceptional help and take care of the weakened human
race. However, in most cases their opposing will shall emerge anew and
the adversary's task to regain them again will be an easy one. But the fact
that especially devout people will exist during the last days who will very
eagerly strive to attain My kingdom will be proof that it is possible, despite
My adversary's intensiﬁed inﬂuence, for the people presently embodied on
earth have opposed Me for a very long time already, otherwise they would
have been permitted to embody themselves before this time .... apart from
the individual souls which came to earth for the purpose of a mission in
order to help the human race, which is suﬀering acute spiritual hardship.
And therefore it concerns a ﬁnal separation, the chaﬀ will be separated
from the wheat, and prior to this everything will be done to assure a good
harvest; all souls will receive help to liberate themselves from the one to
whom they have been enchained for eternities already.
However, the ﬁnal decision is up to them. All people can ﬁnd out for
themselves that the world is governed by a truly satanic spirit, that people
are far more taken in by him and willingly comply with his demands.
e world is full of devils and the closer it gets to the end, the more it
will manifest itself. For wherever a person's will is weak he slips in and
strengthens it, but in a negative sense, so that deeds will be done in this
world which can only stem from Satan. And since the number of those
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enslaved by him will predominate, the battle against the small ﬂock of My
Own who aim towards Me and My kingdom, who want to remain faithful
to Me and are therefore subjected to these attacks, will also rage extremely
severely. And these few will know that the time is coming to an end, that
My return can be expected, because the adversi , from which I want to
save them as I have promised, will become almost unbearable. People only
rarely stand by these promises as well as the prophecies concerning the
end. ey are no longer able to believe, because they live in a completely
diﬀerent time and everything of a spiritual nature seems unreal to them
.... But they would only for once need to seriously think about the events
which everyone can experience or observe happening around them, then
they would also have to remember the prophecies which indicated this
time as well as the consequences .... However, My adversary will have great
power in the end .... is, too, has been foretold, and all people can easily
recognise that humani is inﬂuenced by Satan, regardless of whether they
accept him or call him by another name, but his activi is unmistakable.
Yet My activi should also be observed and testi to Me Myself, a Power
Which is stronger than the former .... For I, too, reveal Myself to those
who distance themselves from the opposing spirit, who are devoted to Me
and appeal to Me for strength and help. And I will visibly manifest Myself
to them when the day has come that I will separate the goats from the
sheep and take them away from this earth in the ﬂesh in order to let them
experience My power and glory in accordance with My promise ....
Amen

BD 7944

received 18.07.1961

Coming in the clouds ....
You all should know that I will return in the clouds .... that I will descend
to earth in the same way as I once ascended to heaven .... that My Own
will see Me in brilliance and glory, just as My disciples once saw Me, and
that I will take My Own from earth because the day of the end has come
.... Admittedly, prior to that I Am already descending to earth in the Word,
for I Am the Word Myself, and have given you the promise that I will stay
with you until the end of the world .... but My obvious appearance will not
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happen yet, for it will constitute the end of one and the beginning of a new
earth period ....
My coming in the clouds has to be understood literally, yet only few will
see Me, for My ﬂock is small and only My Own will be able to endure
seeing Me, I will only be visible to My Own and allow them to behold
My might and glory .... And this shall be your hope in hours of hardship
and aﬄiction by hostile powers to God .... for in the end everything will
be hostile to God, the rulers and their followers, the people who take their
side in the battle of faith. ey all will take action against you, who want
to remain loyal to Me and persevere to the end .... ey will put you under
great pressure and then you shall hope for My coming, for I will not leave
you in distress of body and soul, I will save you and li you to a place of
peace, and your faith will be so strong that I will be able to show Myself
when I come in the clouds in order to judge the living and the dead .... en
the great separation of the spirits will take place and My adversary will no
longer have control over you .... For he and his adherents will be bound for
a long time. Only few people sincerely believe that My return is imminent
.... But the time is fulﬁlled and I no longer say: I will come when the time
is fulﬁlled, but I say: the time is fulﬁlled .... You can only count on a very
short time, on just a few days, compared to the long period of time that has
passed since an `end'was prophesied. You live in the last days even if you
refuse to believe it ....
My coming is soon about to happen to you .... Hence take care that you,
too, will belong to the chosen ones who will experience My coming while
still in the ﬂesh, who may behold Me in all My radiance and glory, whom I
will li to heaven just before the end .... Just want to belong to them and,
truly, I will give you the strength to turn your will into action. Let Me speak
to you time and again and always strive to accept My will and you will
establish the connection with Me, you will join Me and also be counted as
My Own whom I will rescue before the end happens. For it is certain that
I will come Myself .... And you should also believe without a shadow of
doubt that all of you with a living faith and who approach Me with love,
will be able to behold Me, for My Word is truth and will come to pass.
People who deny `My coming', who only want to understand and explain this arrival ﬁguratively, are not yet as profoundly devoted as to be
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united with Me, but the immense earthly hardship before the end will still
strengthen their faith if they are of good will. And they themselves will pray
for My coming, because they will realise that only I can provide the rescue
which they cannot expect from another side any longer .... You should
believe that I will save you from utmost adversi and await the hour when
My promise fulﬁls itself. And then My adversary will be defeated, yet with
him also his many followers, who will be taken in by the earth again ....
erefore hope and persevere, for the hour of your deliverance will come,
the day of separating the spirits will arrive .... ere will be an earthly
and spiritual change which you will experience and which was constantly
proclaimed to you in Word and Scripture ....
Amen

BD 8743

received 03.02.1964

Explanation about the coming of the Lord ....
I want to give you an important spiritual explanation which is intended to
beneﬁt your soul: I want to open up an area for you which you would never
be able to enter without the working of My spirit, for I want to introduce
you to a world which is only comprehensible to the spiritually awakened
person, since it already requires a certain amount of knowledge of things
which otherwise are completely unfamiliar to the human being. I have
promised you that I will return to earth when the day of the end has come
.... is promise, however, has given rise to the most diverse notions in you
humans, yet the true explanation has evaded you, precisely because the
process of My second coming has been presented in so many diﬀerent ways
and .... just as the process of My Own's rapture .... at diﬀerent times, thus
resulting in wrong claims which I want to correct:
My second coming to earth will not take place physically .... such that My
feet will touch this earth, instead I will appear with an entourage of the
most elevated beings of light and will be visible to all who are My Own,
for no human being having devoted himself to My adversary will ever be
able to behold Me in all My glory, for the darkness cannot see the light
since people would completely cease to exist, being unable to endure the
radiance coming forth from Me. Hence I will come to earth and also to
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My Own still concealed in the clouds, yet they will be able to bear an
abundance of light and thus they will highly delightedly rejoice when they
see Me with the great host of angels .... For I will open their eyes to see
.... Hence it is wrong to say that everyone will see Me when I come to
judge the living and the dead, for the `Judgment'will not happen such that
every individual person has to be answerable to Me. For I know every
individual soul, I know to whom it belongs, and since the last Judgment
on this earth is a matter of transforming the entire earth and dissolving its
separate creations so that all spiritual substances are released to be placed
into new forms, this dissolution also denotes the death of people who had
failed their last test of earthly life and had handed themselves over to My
adversary .... Hence these will be faced by death and unable to escape,
which will generate intense panic amongst people .... Yet prior to this ﬁnal
work of destruction My Own will be li ed away ....
I will come to fetch them Myself, they will be allowed to behold Me as
I descend to them from above, rejoicing elatedly and with burning love
for Me they will longingly stretch out their hands to Me, and I will draw
them to Me, I will take them away, I will li them up, and thus they will
experience a process which completely contradicts natural law .... And this
jubilation by My Own will be heard by other people who are at ﬁrst unable
to understand it since they won't see anything themselves. Consequently
they will merely be seized by a certain apprehension, which will turn into
extreme fear and horror when they see My Own suddenly disappear, when
they can't understand why they are no longer able to reach the people they
had pursued with their hatred .... why they are no longer amongst them
and cannot be found ....
ere will certainly be radiating brightness, but the pursuers will ﬁnd it
intolerable. Yet they will not have much time to think about it because the
end will follow soon .... And the radiant brightness will give way to an
almost impenetrable darkness that will drive people to despair. is will
be followed by eruptions, outbreaks of ﬁres, splits will occur in the earth
so that no person can save himself and everything will be devoured by the
earth ....
Not much time will pass between the My Own's rapture and this ﬁnal
destruction, for the rapture would force the remaining people to believe
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and this would be entirely worthless as it would exclude a free decision.
People will have had adequate time before and will have been constantly
admonished and forewarned, and anyone still coming to his senses before
will also still be accepted and called away before the breakdown of earth,
so that he can be helped to progress in the beyond. is act of the rapture
is a completely unnatural process, but then I will be able to waive the laws
of nature because it will no longer disadvantage anyone's soul .... But even
My coming in the clouds will no longer compel people to believe because
those who will see Me will have already attained maturi of soul so that
they will merely experience the fulﬁlment of what they ﬁrmly believed and
therefore anticipated My arrival on a daily basis.
People rarely accept a correct explanation especially about these last events
because they have already formed their own concepts about it and don't
want to let go of their ideas .... e rapture cannot possibly take place
a longer time in advance because such unlawful occurrences would force
people to change their mind .... And the end of this earth in any case means
the end of everyone who is still alive, for even My Own will experience it,
only they will be in a state devoid of all suﬀering, even though they will be
able to follow the process, because this is My will .... Since they will then
be completely devout they shall also experience My might and glory, and
thus they will also be able to behold My great host of angels surrounding
Me, and then they will also be suitable ancestral parents to populate the
new earth, which indeed will also be the work of an instant for Me when I
want to give the liberated spiritual essence a new external shape for further
maturing ....
But the people themselves will have lost all awareness of time until they are
returned to the new earth again .... Nevertheless, they will still possess their
old body of ﬂesh albeit it will be quite spiritualised already .... is, too, has
to be said in order to refute the misguided opinion that the new earth will
be populated by completely spiritualised beings .... For the new earth is
intended to become a place for higher development again and the old laws
will be applicable to the new earth too .... e process of the fallen spirits
through the creations up to the human being will take place and the person
as such will have to pass the last test of will again .... which in the beginning
will certainly lead to success because there will be no temptations by the
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adversary, who is bound for a long time .... and because people are full of
love they will establish a direct contact with Me and therefore attain full
maturi very quickly .... You should not let wrong descriptions tempt you
into neglecting or postponing your psychological work, for I will abide by
the day when I will come in the clouds and with this day will also come the
Last Judgment on this earth ....
Amen
Who was Bertha Dudde?
Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter
of a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to
receive pronouncements from God through the `Inner Word'on 15. June
1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts a er devout
prayer. Understandably this o en gave way to doubt and inner conﬂicts
until I was convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these
exquisitely gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other
words, the love of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them
and introduced me to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my
elementary school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a
dictation in a state of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am
told in shorthand, in order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy.
e procedure does not take place in a state of compulsion, for example in
a state of trance or ecstasy, but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind.
However, I have to want it to happen and then I can receive these dictations
voluntarily; they are neither bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gi s of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God
Himself to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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